
Seasons and 
the weather



Weather is hot,
 Weather is cold,
 Weather is changing 
As the weeks unfold. 
Skies are cloudy, 
Skies are fair, 
Skies are changing 
In the air.
 It is raining, 
It is snowing,
 It is windy
 With breezes blowing.
 Days are foggy,
 Days are clear, 
Weather is changing 
Throughout the year! 



•There are four 
seasons in the 
year. They are:





summer



spring



autumn



 winter



• In winter it is….                      

        Cold,Snowy, Slippery, Frosty

• In summer it is…. 

         Hot, Cloudy, Sunny                

• In  spring it is

          Warm, Foggy             

• In autumn it is….

         Rainy,  Windy, Cloudy, Cool                         



 Find the words:

riany,
 oth,

nowsy,
oldc,

mraw,
terwin,

niwdy,
dylouc,

mreusm.





It is  … . In  … the weather is fine. The 
days are long and the nights are short. 
The days are hot. The trees are very 
green. There are many flowers in the 
parks and streets. 
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It is  ….. It is a good season.  It is a 
warm season. The weather is fine.  The 
forests, the fields and the trees are 
green.   The sky is blue.

The sun shines brightly …  …. .
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It is … . In  …  it is usually cool.

 The cold weather begins.

 The sky is grey. There are clouds in the 
sky. Cold winds blow. It often rains in … 
. The trees are yellow, red and brown. 
…  …
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It is  … . In  …  the weather is very 
cold. It snows in … . The days are short 
and the nights are long. The streets, 
the houses and the trees are white …  
… .





I  know I don’t  
know

It’s 
 interesting

I  don’t 
 understand

+ __ ! ?



Everything  is good  
in

its  season


